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Abstract

The driver safety is given an utmost importance in the Transportation system. Road safety is mostly dependent on the all driver’s on road and their behavior. Aggressive driving behavior such as speed, braking, accelerations etc are some of the major factors contributing to the safety which can jeopardize human lives if a fatality occurs. To improve the safety of drivers and other road users, we proposed a framework which ranks and rewards the driver’s behavior for each day in crypto tokens. Existing frameworks emphasizes on analyzing or ranking the behavior, however monetizing driver’s behavior will improve the driver’s discipline. A randomized simulated traffic is used to extract the both friendly and aggressive driving patterns and provide test crypto tokens based on them.

1 Introduction

Aggressive Driving has become a global issue as per World Health Organization (WHO), Global status report on road safety 2018 [1] and Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC), Global Road Safety 2020 [2]. As per WHO [3] nearly 1.3 million people die each year on the world’s roads. According to Unites States, the National Highway Traffic Safety Administration (NHTSA) [4], aggressive driving is defined as “an individual commits a combination of moving traffic offenses so as to endanger other persons or property”. Aggressive driving is a factor in 49% of all fatal motor vehicle crashes, according to the NHTSA Traffic Safety Facts 2019 [5].

In addition, as stated by NHTSA [6] speeding is the leading aggressive driving behavior which accounts for 17.2% fatal crashes in 2019. It also defines that accidental difficulties to others on road are caused by aggressive driving [4]. The aggressive driving includes but not limited to speeding [7, 8], rapid acceleration or deceleration [9], sudden lane change [10] etc.

For some drivers, aggressive driving is a dysfunctional habit which can jeopardize other drivers on road. This behavior can be fun on the spur of the moment for the driver but is uncomfortable for other road users which can cause fatal situations. To mitigate the unsafe driving, various law enforcements and strategies have been placed. When combined with public awareness outlets, it’s been shown to be effective in reducing unsafe driving patterns. To help improve the driving behavior, Demerit points system [11] and Driver Feedback systems [12]
were used extensively. In recent times, driver credit or scoring systems were also introduced to enhance the road behavior.

To further enhance the behavior of the drivers, we put forward a ranking framework along with monetization using the blockchain. The inspiration for ranking is drawn from credit bureaus \[13, 14\]. These credit bureaus put together the credit reports and credit scores of potential individuals that can borrow from lenders or government. The credit bureaus decide the creditworthiness of an individual just from a score. In the proposed system, a simulated driving dataset is generated. Significant features are extracted from the dataset and driver behavior is analyzed for assigning a rank for the driver. Based on the driving rank, the driver is monetized with Driver Safety Reward (DSR) tokens and the transactions are stored on a blockchain network along with driver attributes.

The contributions of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 elaborates about the different driving behavior, ranking systems, and storage on blockchain network. Section 3 provides an overview of the implemented methodology. Section 4 describes the simulation setup, analysis, scoring model, and monetization heuristic. Section 5 explains the implementation of Driver Safety Reward (DSR). Section 6 presents conclusions and future work.

2 Literature Survey

An Aggressive driver is defined as an individual who commits road traffic offences and puts others at risk. The attributes that contribute to driving aggressiveness are speeding, acceleration, braking etc. \[15\] proposed a method to detect drive aggressiveness on a vehicle based on visual and sensor features. A Support Vector Machine (SVM) classifier is used to classify those feature vectors in order to detect aggressiveness. This paper \[16\] states that hurriedness is the primary cause for speeding. They conducted a driving simulated study recruiting thirty-six drivers. The drivers in hurry drove with higher speeds, accelerated faster, decelerated faster, made tight turns, accelerated faster after red lights, left smaller gaps between vehicles, were more likely to pass a slow vehicle.

Driving behavior plays a major role in improving the road safety. Lately, with the advancements in smart devices and Internet of Things (IoT) \[17, 18\], the sensors generates huge amounts of data. The data that can be extracted but not limited to speed, braking, accelerations, trip distance, accelerometer, magnetometer, gyroscope information etc. This rich data can be used to analyze and classify driving behavior patterns. \[19\] monitored the driving behavior from the collected set of experimental data to detect the accelerations, brakings and lane-changing behavior while providing constructive audio feedback to the driver. \[20\] exploited the demerit point system in Denmark. They introduced a point-recording scheme to record the drivers behavior to a non-monetary penalty method. Based on the driving behavior the responses are stored and demerit points are assigned to their driving licenses. Depending on the number of demerit points piled, drivers with more demerit points reduced the frequency of committing traffic offenses by 9–34%. The authors in \[21\] proposed a driving profile platform called Sense-Fleet, to detect risky driving events using smartphone sensors to identify driving maneuvers. A representative score for a driver was accurately detected using real-time information by applying the Fuzzy Logic Systems.

Ranking is a way to give credit for a safe driving behavior. The authors in \[22\] proposed a Driving Safety Credit system inspired by credit scoring in financial security field, and designed a scoring method using driver’s trajectory data and violation records. Initially they extracted driving habits, aggressive driving behaviors and traffic violation behaviors from driver’s trajectories and traffic violation records. Later, they trained a classification model to filter out
irrelevant features and scored each driver with selected features. In order to accurately identify abnormal driving behavior, the authors in paper [23] proposed different abnormal driving behavior recognition algorithms. They obtained the data from OBD terminal that combines acceleration changes and behavior. The model combines the driving data of the driver, takes the proportion of abnormal driving behavior as the evaluation index, and uses the entropy weight method and the analytic hierarchy process to obtain the index weight. The model can analyze and evaluate the driving behavior of the driver and give a score for driver’s behavior.

Blockchain Technology [24] can be defined as decentralized, distributed, encrypted, immutable, trust-free, digital ledger system. Bitcoin [25] and Ethereum [26] are the decentralized peer-to-peer digital currencies that are most popular examples that rely on blockchain technology. In the paper [27], a new blockchain model was implemented to regulate the traffic offence using demerit points. Smart contracts were used as a conditional filter. These smart contracts store driver offence’s demerit points, fines collected, and penalty information including revocation of driver license. A user interface was provided for traffic officer to input the driver’s offence and drivers can check the offence. The evaluation shows that the smart contracts are executed properly as compared to real regulations.

To improve the safe driving behavior, existing research focuses on demerit point systems, feedback models, and scoring methods for driving aggressiveness to our knowledge. These models can be further extended introducing monetization based on the driving behavior.

3 Our Approach

This section presents the entire overview of the proposed framework as shown in the figure 1. This methodology put forward 6 steps, namely: (1) SUMO Simulation (2) Exporting Dataset (3) Feature Extraction (4) Driving Rank Designation (5) Digital Monetization (6) Blockchain.

Using Simulation of Urban Mobility (SUMO) [28], a road network is built and random traffic is generated. Many characteristics need to be taken into consideration to represent the road network environment. However, we mainly focused on the few performance factors such as Speed, Acceleration, Braking, and Over Speed Limit (OSL). An XML formatted dataset is extracted by running the simulator. From this raw XML dataset, necessary features like Driver ID, and Speed are extracted. Different driver behavioral attributes like number of sharp deceleration are calculated based on speed. A driving regulatory rule stating that reducing speed of 6mph (2.5m/s) in one second is considered as a sharp brake, is used as baseline for calculating the count of the sharp braking. Similarly, number of sharp accelerations is also determined. Another law states that representing the posted speed limit (max speed limit
+ 7mph) is being used to compute the over speed feature. By repeating the above process, random driver behaviors are collected which each treated as a different day. Once the features are being prepared in the Features extraction phase, a rank is assigned to the driver considering aforementioned features as explained in Section 4.4.

Once the rank of the driver is computed, earnings for that day is evaluated, above mentioned driver behavioral characteristics are stored in Rinkeby ethereum test network for testing proposed monetization model. To the crypto wallet of the driver, certain DSR test tokens are credited based on the driver rank and distance travelled.

4 Simulation and Analysis

To simulate the road system we used Simulation of Urban Mobility (SUMO) [28] software as a simulation tool. SUMO simulation suite is an open source, portable, light, and has packages (network importing and demand modeling components) to continuously generate traffic simulation. When using SUMO simulator one thing to remember is it being multimodal [29] we can use different vehicles that are part of transportation (human or goods). It’s independent and microscopic, meaning that on a road network the vehicles generated have their own route and travel individually. SUMO is a time discrete (one second duration is the default time step), collision free, and space continuous system.

4.1 Simulation Setup

Initially, a simple road circuit is built with different road characteristics like stop signs, traffic signals, and lane changes. Cars are generated with equidistant default departure time stamps and an end time. The driver behavior is captured for 17 drivers over 4 days. The generated data is used for the implementation of the framework.

SUMO uses Krauss car following model for generating the cars in the trips by default. Krauss car following model was developed by Stefan Krauss in 1997 [30] which is revised to create the default car following model. The default parameters of krauss model are vehicleClass (vClass) defines the vehicle type, minimum Gap (minGap) assigns the gap between one vehicle to an other, acceleration (accel), deceleration (decel), maximum Speed (maxSpeed), and Tau (τ) is the headway reaction time as shown in table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>vClass</th>
<th>minGap</th>
<th>accel</th>
<th>decel</th>
<th>maxSpeed</th>
<th>τ</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Passenger Car</td>
<td>2.5m</td>
<td>2.6 m/s²</td>
<td>4.5 m/s²</td>
<td>200km/h</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Car Following Model Vehicle Type Parameter Defaults

4.2 Analysis of Driver Behavior

The figure 2a represents one of the driver’s speed pattern for 4 days. As stated in section 3 if the vehicle accelerates or decelerates 6mph (2.5 m/s) in one second, it is marked as sharp acceleration or deceleration. Additionally, if the vehicle exceeds 7mph (3.12 m/s) than speed limit it is considered as over speed limit. It can be observed from the figure 2a that driver is aggressive in terms of speed at least one particular time on all days. Moreover, the driver attempted sharp acceleration from 5.1 m/s to 13.8 m/s on day 2 between time stamp 11s and
12s. The driver also accounted for sharp braking on day 4 from 13.6 m/s to 2.8 m/s between
time stamp 13s and 14s.

The figure 2b represents the total number of sharp accelerations and brakings of a driver
over the period of 4 days. On day 3 the total number of aggressiveness is 3 and on day 4 it’s
14. From this we can observe that the rank will be better on day 3 than day 4.

4.3 Driver Scoring Model

The Driver scoring Model takes the parameters from section 3 to rank the driver. The following
are the steps that need to be followed to score the driver.

- Calculate the total trip distance and scale using min-max normalization.
- Over speed limit (OSL) percentage is computed using total trip distance and Over Speed Limit (OSL) count.
- The Acceleration Percentage (AP) and Deceleration Percentage (DP) are computed.
- Defined the weights for above three parameters as 60% for Deceleration, 30% for Acceleration and 10% for OSL.
- Compute the score using weighted average.

\[
Score = \frac{0.3 \times AP + 0.6 \times DP + 0.1 \times OSL}{100}
\]

- The weighted average is scaled between 1-5 as referred in table 2.

4.4 Monetization Heuristic

An Earning Rate scale is defined depending on the rank calculated from subsection 4.3. The
table 3 shows the earning rates.

Using scaled total distance \(S_{dis}\) and earning rate \(ER\) from above, total test tokens to be
credited in the Rinkeby driver wallet is determined by the following formulation.

\[
E_{tokens} = S_{dis} \times ER
\]
5 Driver Safety Reward (DSR) Implementation

Upon the extraction of the features from the SUMO simulator and assigning a rank to the driver based on the driving, driver behavioural characteristics are stored in a blockchain [24]. Each block in the chain consists of the attributes such as driverId, distance travelled, number of sharp breaking, sharp accelerations, exceeded speed limit count, rank, earnings, earning date. While inserting a block to the blockchain, driver’s DSR wallet will be credited with certain number of DSR test tokens which can only be used for vehicular purposes.

For implementation, a Rinkeby test network is used as our ethereum network. Two smart contracts one for tokenization, other for storing driver record were deployed on rinkeby etherscan network. Tokenization contract will initially approve the driver-record contract with certain limit of driver DSR test tokens and transfer few DSR test tokens to the driver-record contract. Now, the driver-record will be able to credit the DSR test tokens to the assigned drivers based on the ranking to their wallet.

For illustration, the tokenization contract generated the 10000000 (10^7) DSR test tokens and approved the data-record to spend those. The contract transfers 10000 DSR test tokens to data-record for further assigning them to the drivers. As shown in figure 3a, the MetaMask represents 9990000 (0.999 * 10^7) DSR test tokens in the Admin wallet. After inserting the data-record into the Rinkeby test network, 2 DSR test tokens are credited into "Driver_1" account as shown in the figure 3b. Moreover, driver data can be retrieved from the network using defined method. Both transaction logs can be seen in table 4 and 5.

6 Conclusion and Future Work

To encourage the safe driving practices, we proposed a methodology to quantify and monetize the driver’s behavior. A random dataset with 17 drivers over 4 days is generated using SUMO simulation software and extracted aggressive driving features from it. From the extracted features, we analyzed the aggressive driving patterns and driver scoring model was presented.
The score is measured on a scale from 1-5 (1 being Very Bad - 5 being Excellent). In addition to that a Reward based system was proposed where crypto tokens were awarded provided the rank (these earned DSR test tokens are not to be exchanged for currency). This transaction data along with the driver properties are entered in a decentralized Rinkeby Test network for ease of access by the different end points. Currently, we considered some of the key parameters in testing the framework. We would also like to extend this framework considering the other parameters like cornering, weather, time of the day, age, gender while using real time dataset. This framework can be extended to a platoon environment to improve the road usage and cooperative driving.
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